
Freedom and the Discipline of Tolerance

What is the price of freedom? 
Most people would say it's the 
price of resisting those who would 
take our freedom away from us – 
either foreign invaders or our 
“friends and neighbors” at home 
who want to control us. Certainly 
this is at least partly true. Looking 
only at domestic threats to 
freedom here, it's clear that unless 
the Libertarian Party and others 
resist the assaults on freedom that 
we often face, our freedom will be 
reduced to a pale shadow of what it should be.

The problem is that in resisting, we can give up the very 
freedom we're trying to defend, and we could end up less free 
than we started. Resistance can mean running for office, block 
walking, debating, demonstrating, developing and using 
counter technologies, writing letters, attending meetings, 
research, experimentation, publishing – possibly even fighting 
a revolution. Some of these activities are pleasant and 
rewarding enough. However, much of resistance is 
burdensome, time consuming, and even dangerous, and most 
of us would not freely choose to spend our time and resources 
that way. We do so only in reaction to those who want to tell 
us how to live. In other words, those who assault our freedom, 
if nothing else, succeed in taking it away by forcing us to 
defend ourselves and thus to live different lives than we would 
prefer to live.

To avoid cutting 
freedom to a minimal 
level, we must not 
only fight immediate 
threats (there will 
always be some need 
to fight), but we must 
also stop the 
formation of threats at 
the source. We must 

practice tolerance, and encourage others to practice tolerance. 
There will be little freedom unless most people, most of the 
time, choose to live and let live.

But that is harder than it sounds. It's not enough to leave other 
people alone when they are not affecting us – not picking our 
pockets or breaking our arms, as Jefferson put it; not doing 
harm, as John Stuart Mill put it. The fact is that almost 
everything that everyone does affects someone else, and many 
people are likely to feel harmed or threatened by almost 
everything that everyone does. "A" feels threatened because 
"B" carries a gun, or a pocketknife, or mace, and might use it 
aggressively. "C" feels harmed because a new ethnic group has 
moved into the neighborhood, changing what was once 
familiar and comfortable to him. "D" feels harmed 
aesthetically and financially by the appearance of her 
neighbors' homes. "E" is offended by the moral choices of "F", 
which threaten the ideal world that "E" is striving for. We 
cannot just dismiss those who feel harmed by the behavior of 
others. In fact, most of us probably experience such a sense of 
harm frequently. The point is that when we tolerate, we pay a 
price – we agree to live with some threat of harm – and we 
must discipline ourselves to pay that price.

Philosophers of tolerance mostly agree that tolerance is not 
acceptance. To tolerate is to put up with behavior that we 
dislike or disapprove of - behavior that harms us in some 
significant way. To tolerate is to agree to live with some level 
of harm caused by the free choices that other people make in 
living their own lives. Without such tolerance, none of us can 
expect to live free lives. It is crucial to acknowledge the price 
we all must pay daily, and the discipline we all must practice 
to live free lives. We must learn to restrain ourselves on many 
occasions when we're tempted to think, "There ought to be a 
law." We must also be candid in trying to persuade others to be 
tolerant. We must honestly acknowledge to them that we're 
asking them to pay a price. Above all, the price of freedom is 
tolerance – the willingness to live with a certain amount of 
unpleasantness, indignation, loss, and risk for the sake of 
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freedom.

Libertarian “Toastmasters” Events

Are you interested in public speaking, but are shy or don't  
know the first thing about it? Looking for a place where 
your peers can give you some tips and tell you how you're  
doing in a no-pressure environment? Try the “Give Me 
Liberty!” events. They are our small, libertarian version 
of Toastmasters, a group which encourages public 
speaking skills. Come with a prepared 5 minute speech, 
or with nothing at all!

Animals, Political and Economic

The following speech was 
made by Kevin L Frederickson 
at 'Give Me Liberty!', a forum 
for libertarians who want to  
practice public speaking.

Today (June 25) is the birthday 
of George Orwell, the English 
author who wrote the novel 1984. 
He also wrote Animal Farm, which takes place on a farm 
owned by Mr Jones. At the beginning of the story, one of the 
pigs on the farm - Old Major - explains to the animals that 
they are being exploited by Mr Jones and that humans are 
parasites. The animals revolt; they overthrow Mr Jones and 
take control of the farm.

The pigs lead the revolution, 
and afterward they not only 
retain their positions of 
leadership, but they begin to 
grant themselves more and 
more power. Now rather than 
being exploited by humans, 
the animals are exploited by 
the pigs. Eventually the pigs 
become indistinguishable 
from humans.

Aristotle wrote that man is a 
political animal. It might even 
be said that man is the only 
political animal, the only one 

that participates in politics. But in Animal Farm, animals other 

than man - especially the pigs - become political. Animal 
Farm is an allegory about the Bolshevik revolution in Russia.

The Bolsheviks were followers of Karl Marx. According to 
Marx's theory of dialectical materialism, history was a series 
of struggles between economic classes. In Marx's time the 
struggle was between the capitalists (those who control the 
resources) and the proletariat (the workers). 
The capitalists had all the power. But Marx claimed that 
eventually the proletariat would overthrow the capitalists and 
establish a 'dictatorship of the proletariat'. In Animal Farm Mr 
Jones represents the capitalists. The animals are the 
proletariat. And the pigs symbolize the 'dictatorship of the 
proletariat'.

Marx borrowed his ideas from many different people. 
According to his theory, the interests of the classes were 
diametrically opposed; the proletarians were 'exploited' by the 
capitalists. Before Marx, a similar theory existed which also 
involved classes whose interests are diametrically opposed, 
with one class exploiting another. 

This theory was developed 
by the French economists 
Jean Baptiste Say, Charles 
Comte and Charles 
Dunoyer. But rather than 
capitalists and proletariat, 
according to their theory 
the struggle was between 
the governing class (those 
who govern, a.k.a. 'the 
state') and the governed 
class (those who are 
governed, a.k.a. the 
people).

Franz Oppenheimer would later refer to these as the political 
class and the economic class. Applying this terminology to 
Animal Farm, the pigs are the political class - or (to borrow 
Aristotle's expression) political animals. The rest are economic 
animals. The pigs, being political animals, produce nothing of 
their own. They can only exist as political animals by 
exploiting the economic animals. Their relationship is 
parasitic.

Marx replaced the political and economic classes with 
capitalists and proletariat. But according to the theory of the 
French economists, establishing a 'dictatorship of the 
proletariat' achieves nothing. The political class itself remains. 
As in Animal Farm, when the pigs become human, the 
proletarian dictators become the new political class, the new 
exploiters - the new parasites.
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The political class is the natural enemy of the economic class, 
and the natural focus of its hostility and opposition. It 
maintains its power by dividing people into groups  (such as 
capitalists and proletariat, or democrat and republican), 
diverting the hostility of these groups away from itself - away 
from the state - and against each other, and deluding each 
group into believing that it needs the state to protect it from 
the other group.

These two classes cannot peacefully coexist forever. Like the 
pigs in Animal Farm, the political class seeks to maximize its 
power. It will not stop until its power is absolute. The struggle 
can only end when the economic class is utterly absorbed, and 
effectively destroyed, by the political class - or when the 
necessity of the state is recognized as a myth, and rejected.
If you think about it, politicians are really not that different 
from us humans. Like us, they act in their own interests. But 
their power is based on the myth that they can and do act in 
the interest of the people, and not their own. The moment we 
abandon the myth, we will be free. And however distant that 
moment may appear, in the words of J.B. Say: "the 
ameliorations which are possible are immense...and the future 
is ours."

Libertarian Booster PAC Prepares For 
A Banner Year On The Texas Ballot

Austin, Texas – July 26, 2013  The 
Libertarian Booster PAC anticipates 
it will be supporting a record 
number of Libertarian Party 
candidates throughout Texas in the 
upcoming election cycle.

To help facilitate this goal, The 
Libertarian Booster PAC is pleased 
to announce the addition of John 
Spivey and Robert Butler to its staff 
to recruit and support Libertarian 
candidates for state offices 

throughout Texas. Spivey will be based in the Fort Worth – 
Dallas area and will work with 
all North Texas LP candidates. 
Butler, based in the Round 
Rock/Austin area, will recruit 
and support candidates 
throughout the southern half of 
Texas. Spivey and Butler join 
Wes Benedict, Co-Founder and 
President of the PAC, and Art 
DiBianca, Co-Founder and 
Secretary, and have a stated goal 
to 'make life easier for 
Libertarian candidates'.

The PAC's mission is to promote liberty by helping candidates 
run efficient Libertarian campaigns. It helps with the basics 
like websites, campaign materials, and paperwork, so LP 
candidates can focus on the fun stuff like debating their 
opponents and getting in the press. Most Libertarian 
candidates are busy. Many have full-time jobs and families, 
and most aren’t millionaires. Libertarian candidates are 
volunteers who find ways to squeeze in time promoting 
libertarianism by attending candidate forums, getting 
publicity, and educating voters.

The Libertarian Booster PAC uses economies of scale to 
provide tools to its candidates so each candidate doesn’t have 
to reinvent the wheel by learning how to make websites and 
other things that go with campaigning. The PAC operates 
separately from the Libertarian Party bureaucracy, so it can 
move fast and get a lot done.

“Running for office is one of the most important things a 
Libertarian can do to advance the philosophy of liberty”, says 
Spivey.  “Whether we win or lose, each candidate helps to 
shine a light on issues from a Libertarian perspective, educate 
the voting public and bring the voice of liberty into Texas' 
political dialogue.”
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If you'd like to discuss running for office, get help with initial 
paperwork, support for your existing LP race or donate to the 
Libertarian Booster PAC, please call John Spivey at 817-706-
2947.  If you are south of McLennan County, contact Robert 
Butler at 512-758-9134.

Contact:

John Spivey
Director of Candidate Support 
Libertarian Booster PAC
johnhspivey@hotmail.com
(817)706-2947

Former Dallas County LP activist Cecil Anthony Ince is 
organizing Hunt County for the LP. Click here for 
Facebook group.

How I Became a Libertarian

Benjamin Franklin once said, 
“Those who sacrifice liberty for 
security deserve neither.” As a 
former child, I can say from 
experience that this man knows 
what he is talking about.

I am not a great activist, or 
economist, or historian. I do, 
however, take part in the shared 
human experience of growing up 
as a child with no personal liberty. 
The security that parents provide is necessary, but this is a 
security that I will forever remember as a noose around my 
neck.

When I lived under the benign dictatorship that was my 
parents' household, I did not have to worry about anything. In 
fact, it seemed at 
times that my sole 
responsibility was 
to slowly convert 
oxygen into 
carbon dioxide. 
My mother and 
father established 
an efficient system 
of providing me 
sustenance, 

transportation, education, and anything and everything they 
deemed necessary to raise their child. My Christmas presents 
were expensive, though never quite what I wanted. My 
bachelor of science was on the house, though I would have 
much preferred art school. In short, my parents helped me 
secure everything that I never wanted. Little did I know it at 
the time, but I learned early on that there is no purpose to the 
life of luxury without the freedom of choice.

No, it's not that I am ungrateful, but it is undeniably miserable 
to have to be grateful for such misguided ways (i.e. to be 
provided for). I may have been a child, but I dreamed of every 
opportunity to choose how to live my own life.

To me, what I experienced is a microcosm of what is going on 
in this country. There are those who learn self-reliance and 
value their liberty over security, and there are those who look 
their whole lives for something to replace their lost umbilical 
cords. The government is all too willing to step into this role, 
but the support provided by the government will never be as 
good as that which you can choose to provide for yourself.

Likewise, the reality of the security that my parents provided 
for me is that I was crippled as an individual. Having spent my 
whole youth adrift on a metaphorical floatie that was my 
parents, I was struggling not to drown in the proverbial ocean 
that is our society. Yet, I prefer to breathe in a couple of 
lungfuls of bitter seawater (and learn to swim with my own 
arms) rather than remain in a self-inflicted paralysis on the 
government’s life raft.

This to me is the spirit of Libertarianism, and this why I 
choose to be a Libertarian. 
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Turn Back the Cuckoo Clock

The following speech was 
made by Kevin L Frederickson  
at 'Give Me Liberty!', a forum 
for libertarians who want to 
practice public speaking.

Today, July 17, is the birthday 
of Antifederalist Elbridge 
Gerry. In his time those who 

advocated big government were known as Federalists; those 
who opposed it were known as Antifederalists. Today those 
who oppose big government are known as libertarians. 
Republican politicians would like 
us to believe that, like the 
Antifederalists, they represent 
limited government. But that is 
far from the truth.

There is a strong libertarian 
faction in the Republican Party. 
But there are aspects of the 
libertarian movement that a lot of 
Republicans strongly object to; 
for instance, Ayn Rand and her 
claim that selfishness is a virtue. 
This claim may be open to debate. But if selfishness is 
inherent, then any attempt by government to prevent people 
from acting selfishly is probably not going to be very 
successful.

In his book 'The Selfish Gene', Richard Dawkins explains that 
living organisms are programmed by their genes to be selfish, 
so they can reproduce and so their genes will multiply. So it is 
really the genes themselves that are 'selfish'. When an animal 
acts in its own self-interest, it is really acting in the 'interest' of 
its genes. And when an animal cares for its young, from the 
gene's point of view, it still acts selfishly. The parent and 
offspring have common genes, so they have a common 
interest in promoting those genes. Whenever animals act 
against the interest of their genes, it's usually unintentional. 

Some cuckoos lay their eggs in the nests of other birds. If the 
egg is similar enough to the others the host bird can't tell the 
difference. The cuckoo egg hatches before the other eggs, and 
the cuckoo chick pushes the other eggs out of the nest.

It may sound cuckoo, but from the gene's point of view, it 
works. The host mother feeds the cuckoo as if it were her own. 
She is (instinctively) operating on the false assumption that (1) 
she and the chick have a common interest - in this case, 
passing on her genes; that (2) when the chick matures and 

reproduces it will therefore be acting in their common interest; 
and that (3) it is therefore in her interest to care for the chick.

Something very similar 
happens when people vote for 
Republicans. The relationship 
between the Republican voter 
and his representative is nearly 
identical to the one between 
the host mother and the 
cuckoo chick. Like the host 
mother, the voter is operating 
on the false assumption that 
(1) he and the candidate have a 
common interest - in this case, 
protecting the voter's freedom; 
that (2) when the candidate is 
elected, that candidate will 

therefore be acting in their common interest; and that (3) it is 
therefore in his interest to vote for the candidate.

Like the cuckoo and host mother, the interests of the candidate 
are quite different from the interests of the voter. Republican 
candidates must pay lip service to liberty to get elected - to 
gain power, which is their ultimate aim. Once they're elected, 
they proceed to grant themselves even more power, and we get 
more taxes, more centralization, more oppressive government 
- and less freedom.

Thanks to the Republican Party, the desire for limited 
government is thus transformed into unlimited government. As 
long as our political system is monopolized by two big 
government parties, our government will keep expanding. 
Anyone who believes the Republican Party will save us is 
living in cloud cuckoo land; it's whole purpose is to make 
government bigger. Using the Republican Party to make 
government smaller is like using gasoline to put out a fire.

Those of us who are serious about returning America to the 
principle of limited government are accused of wanting to 
'turn back the clock'. But a clock that is built on the 
assumption that 
government growth and 
the passage of time are 
equivalent to progress - 
such a clock could only 
be a cuckoo clock. And 
those who value liberty 
will agree that it is indeed 
time to turn back the 
clock - the cuckoo clock 
of big government.
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Taxpayer Funded Public Art isn't Art, 
it's Propaganda

A recent Ft. Worth Star-
Telegram's front page left out 
a word in its headline about a 
bond issue. Here's the 
headline:

"A Public Debate over 
funding for public art"

Likely most libertarians 
would have seen the missing 
word immediately. The 
headline is missing a "public" 
and should read like this:

"A Public Debate over public funding for public art"

But maybe someone did notice since the online headline for 
the same article reads "Fort Worth public art program under 
pressure as bond program approaches"

In short, should everyone's tax money be used to pay 
government-approved artists to create public art?

The Startle-Gram polled its fellow elitists, City Council 
members, "for their views on the 2 percent piece of next year’s 
bond program that would go to public art projects connected 
to infrastructure in the package."

They didn't ask any libertarians.

We Are Change 
interviews 
libertarian 
artist Peter 
Santa-Maria. 
(wearechange/ 
YouTube) 

So on behalf of libertarians, without presuming to speak for 
libertarians, here is the Dallas Libertarian Examiner (DLE) 
response to the four City Council members polled.

Sal Espino, District 2: "All great cities have public art 
programs that speak to the heart and soul of the community."

DLE: But "communities" don't have hearts and souls, only 
individuals do. Public funding means forcing every individual 
heart and soul to pay for some elitist's idea of art.

Gyna Bivens, District 5: "Where I’m from, which is Stop Six, 
there are needs that are more pressing that people will tell 
you."

DLE: Stop Six is known for its high crime and low incomes. 
They already have public art in the form of gang signs and 
wall graffiti which elitist snobs don't appreciate so they use 
taxpayer dollars to remove it.

Dennis Shingleton, District 7: "Great cities have great public 
art."

DLE: Great cities have great privately-funded art, much of it 
in the form of its architecture, such as Ft.   Worth's St. Patrick   
Cathedral which was paid for by its parishioners, not by 
taxpayers. Now that's art!

 
Sundance 
Square/Robert 
W. Howington/ 
flickr; Poster/ 
Sbynews 

Joel Burns, District 9: "...the point of this process is to hear 
from constituents [and] for us to listen to them."

DLE: This is the fundamental indictment of "democracy," that 
if 51% of "constituents" want a gigantic government 
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propaganda poster hung in Sundance Square and have it 
labeled "art" that's what everyone else is forced to pay for.

So here's a radical concept: Everyone should keep their tax 
money and voluntarily support whatever "public art" they like.

People can support Loyal L.N.K. (see slideshow) by buying 
their products.

Upcoming Meetings

• Trivia night at Trinity Hall   
◦ Every Sunday Night, 7:30 PM
◦ Trinity Hall Irish Pub & Restaurant   

5321 E Mockingbird Ln, Dallas, TX

• Give Me Liberty!  
◦ August 22nd, 7:00 PM
◦ Spring Creek Barbecue  

12835 Preston Road, Dallas, TX

Up-to-date meeting announcements and details can always be 
found on meetup.com. (www.meetup.com/Dallas-
Libertarians/)

Libertarian References

• Books
◦ Good to be King, Michael Badnarik
◦ Why Government Doesn't Work, Harry Browne
◦ Atlas Shrugged, Ayn Rand
◦ Libertarianism: A Primer, David Boaz
◦ Economics in One Lesson, Henry Hazlitt
◦ Healing Our World, Dr. Mary Ruwart

• Videos
◦ Neitzsche and the Nazis, Stephen Hicks
◦ Bullsh*t!, Penn & Teller
◦ Free to Choose, Milton Friedman
◦ America: Freedom to Fascism, Aaron Russo

• Websites
◦ The Libertarian Party of Dallas County

lpdallas.org
◦ The Libertarian Party of Texas

lptexas.org
◦ The National Libertarian Party

www.lp.org
◦ Free Talk Live

www.freetalklive.com
◦ The Cato Institute

www.cato.org
◦ Molinari Institute

praxeology.net/molinari.htm
◦ Objectivism In-Brief

mol.redbarn.org/objectivism/writing/InBrief
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LPDC Officer List
Chair – Paul Petersen (chair@lpdallas.org)
Vice-Chair – Curry Taylor (vicechair@lpdallas.org)
Secretary – Jordan Wagnon (secretary@lpdallas.org)
Treasurer – Paul Osborn (treasurer@lpdallas.org)

LPDC At-Large Directors
Marshall Beerwinkle (m_beerwinkle@yahoo.com)
Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
Marcus Huffer (marcus.huffer@gmail.com)
Dave Mason (david.mason@verizonwireless.com)

Working Committee Leaders
Marketing – Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)
Events – Kevin Frederickson (dallaslibertarian@gmail.com)

The LPDC is a local branch of the Libertarian Party based in Dallas 
County, Texas. Find out more about the LPDC at http://lpdallas.org. 
The Libertarian Party is the third largest political party in the United 
States, and was established in 1971 to promote more freedom and 
less intrusive government in all aspects of life. Find out more about 
the LP at http://www.lp.org.
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